Proc. R. Soc. Med. Volume 60 March 1967 patients suffering from the conditions described; a separate distillation of the author's experience of the home care of industrial pulmonary disease cases is clearly awaited.
In the present volume Professor Browne makes a significant contribution to understanding of the effects of occupation on the respiratory mechanism, and to rational rather than empirical treatment of these effects. RONALD This is particularly true of the chapters on idiopathic bone cavity and the chapter on classifications. Quite apart from the interest in reading, these surveys and differential diagnoses will be a joy to students, for whom a lot of searching will be spared. In Chapter VI it would have been as well to emphasize that marsupialization of a palatal cyst leads to a permanent cavity. Illustrations are good and the reproduction ofX-rays unusually so. This is a most useful book covering ably and concisely a subject that constitutes a large sector of oral surgery. It seems likely that there will be more to come on other sectors and one awaits them with interest. This is a complete and scholarly review of a complicated subject. Basing their article on their considerable experience and on the vast literature that has accumulated in the last thirty years, the authors report what is known and evaluate the current theories. They establish that hyperparathyroidism is not a rare bone disease but a common condition presenting in many different ways. All the known syndromes are reported and their frequency assessed from the literature. They rightly emphasize that the common denominator is hypercalcaemia but that its symptoms are too vague to be more than suggestive. Hyperparathyroidism as the cause of the symptoms of renal stone is generally known, but that all patients with symptoms of peptic ulcer or with pancre-atitis must be screened for possible hyperparathyroidism is not. The biochemical investigations are described though, quite rightly, the difficult techniques are not described. The value of each separate estimation is discussed and it emerges quite clearly that no single estimation will exclude or prove the existence of hyperparathyroidism. Hyperparathyroidism can only be diagnosed on a pattern of changes.
The last section is devoted to treatment. The indications and contraindications for surgery are discussed and the operations described. Only This new edition is nearly one-third larger than its predecessor and there is a considerable increase in the number of illustrations. Some of the more obvious defects of the previous volume have now been remedied. The chapter headings have been preserved for the most part and the work is divided on a regional basis. The chief new addition is a chapter concerned with the diseases associated with chromosomal abnormalities. This deals mainly with trisomy, Down's syndrome,. abnormalities of the sex chromosomes and leukemia. The chapter dealing with the newborn has been largely rewritten and there are important additions to many others. The chapters concerned with the heart and blood vessels, liver, biliary system and the urinary system have been brought up to date. This is a well-produced volume and the illustrations, mainly photomicrographs, are of a high order. A particularly useful feature is the bibliography, which is very extensive; there are over 6,000 references and these are grouped under subject headings. Comparatively few of these references are very recent, however, with the exception of those applicable to chromosomat abnormalities.
As is only natural when the whole of pediatric pathology has to be considered, some aspects receive more stress than others. This book has been compiled, not unnaturally, from the morbid anatomist's point of view.
The author has a very personal attitude to pathological problems, and many of the opinions expressed and the manner in which a number of
